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Peer-review and reviewers

Peer-review (refereeing) is the process of subjecting an au-
thor’s work to the scrutiny of others who are experts in the
same field. It is a collaborative process that allows manu-
scripts submitted to a journal, conference or a book to be
evaluated and commented upon by independent, usually
anonymous experts within the same field of research [1, 2].
It provides feedback for authors to help to improve their work,
and further, it helps the editor to decide whether the work
should be accepted, revised, or rejected.

Peer-reviewers (referees) are experts qualified to perform
reasonably unbiased evaluation in a topic. They are ordinary
scientists who provide their pro-bono scientific work for peer-
review within their busy schedule; they should provide valu-
able comments to the editor, and they are expected to alert the
editor to any problems they identify [1, 2]. The quality of the
reviewers, therefore, determines the quality of the peer-review.
Traditionally, reviewers have been anonymous, but there is
currently a significant amount of open peer-review publica-
tions, where the comments are visible to readers, generally
with the identities of the reviewers disclosed as well [3, 4],
(https://publons.com/benefits/researchers).

Although peer-review is the current best method to evalu-
ate a scientific work, it is considered “…a flawed process, full
of easily identified defects with little evidence that it works…”
[5, 6]. Not all peer-reviewers are equally skilled in the peer

review process. Moreover, evaluation of peer-review and re-
viewers is difficult incorporating a lot of biases related to
authors and reviewers’ gender, nationality, native language,
personal and institutional preferences [5, 7–12]. Additional
challenges are the limited formal training and assessment
methods for peer-review and reviewers compared to other
research topics [13]. Yet, proper acknowledgement of re-
viewers and reward for the most dedicated is necessary.

The fact is that every single individual that accepts a peer-
review invitation is fueled by great intentions. It is like a sur-
geon who is sure about the outcome of a procedure in a de-
fined case. And actually this is not true; no one can predict
with 100% accuracy that a patient will be better after surgery.
However, the majority of patients will be improved. The out-
come of a case is individual; the outcome of a procedure is
depending on many variables. There are procedures with a
high predictability of success, such as the total hip arthroplasty
or high tibial osteotomy, while other procedures have variable
success rates; some procedures are debatable in terms of out-
come or patient benefit or hospital economics. Outcome stud-
ies are unpredictable. So is the reviewers’ analysis. By one
side we have the specialized and qualified medical expert who
can provide a reliable and professional opinion on some writ-
ten paper. By another side we have a paper authored by mo-
tivated colleagues. Depending on the type of paper the re-
viewers’ analysis can be more or less valuable. In fact the
experience of some individuals - such as acknowledged board
members or editors of professional publications - can be so
important that the prevision of the outcome for a given study is
high. Is this study true? Is it meaningful? Does it contribute in
some extent to the advancement of the current science or is it
just a confirmation of previous studies? Maybe it is a mean-
ingful contradictory hypothesis and the confirmation of such a
research would open new sources of interest and stir debate.
Being a reviewer or an editor is a voluntary act. It could be
indelicate to criticize someone who does a voluntary job for
helping others, especially if the reviews are positive or if they
offer solution to improve someone's production.
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Some reviewers are too young and have limited experience
in peer-review. They will eventually and hopefully improve in
time. Peer-review was originally meant for conformity with
medical standards because in the seventeenth century when
medical periodicals were started; one paper was basically a
story told by a physician who described specific conditions
or unseen stuff. Everything was new and everything was to be
described. With time and advance in science the peer-review
process became technically demanding and specialized.
Journal editing and Production became more technical and
professional too.

Characteristics of reviewers

The variability of the reviewers is a major weakness of
the peer-review process and generates the subsequent
disparate quality of their reviews [14–19]. Studies
showed that reviewers at younger age, up to 60 years
old, could provide higher-quality peer-reviews than
older reviewers [14–17]. Nylenna et al. reported that
the gender of the reviewers may be a factor in obtaining
high quality peer-reviews, and female reviewers may
provide stricter assessment [17]. Other studies reported
that women are underrepresented in first authorships,
and articles with women in dominant author positions
attract fewer citations than those with men in the same
positions [11]. USA nationality reviewers and USA pa-
pers are favoured [9]; USA reviewers recommend ac-
ceptance of papers submitted by USA authors more of-
ten than non-USA reviewers do, and USA reviewers
rank USA papers much more favourably than non-
USA reviewers do. Interestingly, non-USA reviewers al-
so rank USA papers slightly more favourably than non-
USA papers [9]. Authors’ suggested reviewers produce
reviews of similar quality to editor-chosen reviewers [8,
12]; however, the former are more likely to recommend
acceptance [7, 8, 12].

Some studies showed that the lower in the academic ranks
reviewers are, the better the peer-reviews they provide [16,
18]. Other studies showed that reviewers who produce good-
quality peer-reviews tend to have background of training in
research methods, epidemiology or statistics [15, 16].
Characteristics positively related to high-quality peer-reviews
include the experience of previous peer-reviewing [17], addi-
tional degree [16], working in university environment [19],
and membership of an editorial board [19]. Characteristics
negatively related to high-quality peer-reviews are administra-
tive positions [16], serving on IRB [19], and private practice
[16]. Due to the complex and variable factors relevant to the
quality of peer-review, a standard, effective and comprehen-
sive evaluation instrument of the review should be
established.

Evaluation scores of reviewers

There have been few attempts to evaluate reviewers for the
quality of their peer-reviews [4], (https://publons.com/
benefits/researchers), [20]. Publishers’ evaluations relate to
the readability, downloads and marketability of their
journals; this is fair, but most likely evaluates items that
have nothing to do with the quality of the research. Van
Rooyen et al. [4] described the Review Quality Instrument
(RQI) for reviewers. The RQI is an easy to calculate, seven
item instrument that evaluates the importance of the research
question, originality of the manuscript, strengths and weak-
nesses of the methods, provides comments about writing and
presentation, constructive criticism, evidence to support com-
ments and comments on interpretation of the results. The au-
thors concluded that reviewers performed best on aspects that
help the authors to improve the quality of their manuscripts,
and less well on aspects that help the editors select papers
(originality of the research), which is obvious because more
reviewers are experienced as authors and not as editors [4]. An
open peer commentary or open peer-review and a post-
publication peer-review have also been suggested [4]; re-
viewers would record authors’ complaints and authors would
formally reply to all reviewers’ comments and their reply will
be published in its entirety for all readers of the journal to see
and appraise. In these situations, a non-anonymous peer-re-
view is recommended, on the basis that if reviewers have to
sign their peer-reviews they may put more effort and produce
better analysis [4].

The effort to properly credit the reviewers is an increasing
concern for several journals. This concern has resulted in the
recent creation of the Publons (publons.com), a website that
lists the completed peer-reviews of their members, after
crosschecking the database of the journal members (https://
publons.com/benefits/researchers). Publons can be used to
confirm the work done by reviewers worldwide and to find
proper reviewers for each scientific topic.When a peer-review
is performed for a journal listed in Publons’ website, the re-
viewer is asked whether he wants to get recognition for his
review on Publons, and whether he wants to track the review
contributions for any journal. Additionally, Publons has insti-
tuted global peer-review awards to honour the critical role
reviewers play in ensuring the quality and integrity of pub-
lished research (https://publons.com/benefits/researchers).

Messias et al. described the Reviewer Index (RI) in a math-
ematic formula [20]. The RI is a ratio that considers the sub-
stantial importance of the reliability of the reviewers as mea-
sured by the number of peer-reviews completed, the time
spent from peer-review acceptance to submission, and the
editor’s score (in cubic) [20]. We concur with the variables
included in the RI but we believe that the factors related to the
peer-review itself should also be included in the index and not
be assigned in the editors’ score in cubic.
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The international orthopedics reviewers score
(INOR-RS)

As editors, we feel responsible to our readers and authors to
assure that the peer-review process will be done in a fair and
timely fashion and that the final decision will be based on the
scientific validity of the information in the manuscript. To
evaluate who are the best reviewers and to determine if there
are any characteristics that would tend to predict the quality of
their peer-reviews, we routinely review the peer-reviews per-
formed in our journal by the reviewers included in the
journal’s reviewers’ panel. We evaluate the time taken to reply
to an invitation, the numbers of accepted assignments and
returned reviews, and the scientific quality of reviews. Based
upon these observations, we created an index to measure the
performance of the reviewers. This index, named the
International Orthopaedics Reviewers Score – INOR-RS con-
siders reviewers’ and reviewing variables calculated using the
outputs of the “Editorial Manager” workflow platform and
scored by the assigned editor. The INOR-RS can be used
specifically for Surgery Journals or in general for any scien-
tific publication. More specifically, the INOR-RS is a five
item score; each letter stands for a variable related to the
peer-review(er), and scored from 0 to 4 points by the assigned
editor (Table 1).

IN stands for Instructional and Informative peer-review.
It is the type of peer-review that is most helpful to the
editor, and it shows that the reviewer carefully read the
manuscript, throughout its sections. An instructive and
informative review should (a) indicate the novelty and
significance of the work and if/how it adds to the current
literature, (b) identify major flaws in the study

hypothesis, materials and methods, techniques, ap-
proaches and statistics, (c) denote statements requiring
clarification, and (d) give details for areas to be im-
proved and list changes to be made. If the above are
met, the maximum score (3 points) is given; failure to
identify major flaws and/or to communicate to authors
criticism to improve their manuscript indicates a poor
peer-review, and a lower score is given.
O stands for Organized and Objective peer-review. An
organized peer-review should (a) be in formal and clear
writing, well-structured, extend at least one half to two
pages, (b) number the points and refer to pages, para-
graphs of sections or lines in the manuscript, (c) review
all sections of the manuscript including the citations and
illustrations, and (d) include fair and impartial com-
ments without any bias (for example on nationality, gen-
der, opposite theory or conflicts of interest) or criticism
for reasons unrelated to the quality of the work. If the
above are met, the maximum score (3 points) is given. A
non-organized review that fails to review the manuscript
sections and a non-objective review indicates a poor
review, and a lower score is given.
R stands for Responsible and Reliable reviewer. A re-
sponsible and reliable reviewer (a) accepts promptly (no
later than 2 days) an invitation, (b) does not turn down
any manuscript he is asked to review, (c) returns his
peer-review within 10 days of the invitation, (d) pro-
vides confidential comments to inform the editor if
any fraud is detected, and (e) discloses potential con-
flicts of interest, and declines the invitation if there are
any with the authors. Comments to the editor should be
unbiased and fair, as though the authors might read
them. Very occasionally, a reviewer may decline an

Table 1 The International Orthopaedics Reviewers Score (INOR-RS)

INOR-RS Criteria/Observations of the Peer-Review(er) Score

IN Instructional and Informative

Indicates the novelty and significance of the work
Identifies major flaws in the study hypothesis, materials and methods, techniques, approaches and statistics
Denotes statements requiring clarification
Gives details for areas to be improved and changes to be made

0-3 points

O Organized and Objective

Includes formal and clear writing and structure, extends one half to two pages
Numbers the points and refers to pages/paragraph/lines in the manuscript
Reviews all sections of the manuscript including references and illustrations
Includes fair and impartial comments

0-3 points

R Responsible and Reliable

Accepts within 2 days an invitation
Does not turn down any invitation
Returns within 10 days of the request
Provides confidential comments to the editor (fraud detection)
Discloses conflicts of interest

0-4 points

Total 0-10 points
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invitation; in this case, the reason should be communi-
cated to the assigned editor, and ideally an alternate
reviewer should be recommended. If the above are
met, the maximum score is given (4 points); if not, a
lower score is given.

The sum of the total points (0-10 points) indicates
the INOR-RS for the respective reviewer for the respec-
tive manuscript. This score is inserted by the assigned
editor at the review rate section of the “Editorial
Manager” workflow platform, and it accompanies the
reviewer at the reviewers’ details section of the re-
viewer’s panel of the “Editorial Manager” for the re-
spective reviewed paper. The score may change at the
next peer-review performed by the reviewer for another
manuscript, and then the mean score is inserted at the
reviewer’s details section of the “Editorial Manager”
workflow platform.

Characteristics of the INOR-RS

A score to be useful should be easy and reproducible. It should
include variables related to quality of the peer-review; these
include constructive criticism, organization and synopsis of
the review, and responsibility and reliability of the reviewer.
The available reviewers’ scoring systems focus mainly on the
manuscript, whether the reviewer puts comments or not, and if
his/her comments are appropriate for the different aspects of
the manuscript, such as the study design, methodology and
structure. In contrast to complex formulas, the INOR-RS is a
four item score that we consider easy to calculate and use. It
addresses the quality of the peer-review by evaluating the
structure, writing, instructions and constructive criticism,
and the practice of the reviewers by evaluating their efficacy
and attitude. These factors are important in the peer-review
process to improve the quality of a submitted paper. Authors
invest a great deal of time and energy into their research and
have strong incentives to have their work treated fairly and
published in time. With the increasing volume of submitted
articles and their growing sophistication, editors should em-
phasize on time keeping in the editorial process. For this rea-
son, we consider the responsibility of the reviewers to be very
important.

Conclusion

The quality of peer-review depends on the quality of the
reviewers. The INOR RS is a simple measurement of
the quality of reviewers by ensuring that the evaluation
performed is informative, constructive, organized,

objective, reliable and timely. We are indebted to the
reviewers who provide their qualified and responsible
collaboration to the scholar peer-review process, and
we acknowledge constantly their involvement in the
publishing process. Working with voluntary colleagues
demands competence and expertise in evaluation and
management. Provide something positive in return and
interfering in a positive way with feedback and support.
Being reviewer is sometimes frustrating and it is an
editor’s responsibility to choose wisely the papers for
peer-review in a stimulating way. Proper communication
between authors, editors and reviewers determines the
eventual success of a publication.
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